City of Montevallo Personnel Board
Grievance Hearing
July 25, 2018
2:30 p.m.
City Hall
Attendees: Board Members Bill Glosson, Bart Ferguson and Billy Lee; Mayor Hollie Cost; City Clerk
Herman Lehman; Revenue Officer Debby Raymond; City Attorney Claire Martin; and Anthony Michael,
attorney for Ms. Raymond. Also in attendance were the following:

Board Chairperson Bill Glosson called the meeting to order at 2:30 p.m. and presented the following
guidelines for the hearing:
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Mr. Glosson asked the City Clerk to take notes and informed everyone that copies of the Minutes from
the Hearing will be made available through the City Clerk’s Office. He then continued to review the
guidelines as presented.
Mr. Glosson reminded everyone that the board has been asked to hear a grievance filed with the Clerk’s
Office by a city employee, Debby Raymond. Her grievance notice is as follows:
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Mr. Glosson then invited Mayor Cost to respond to the grievance.
Mayor Cost explained that, as clearly described in her staff memorandum of June 14, 2018 (inserted
below), there was no disciplinary action taken against Ms. Raymond. The managerial changes she made
were in the best interest of the city and were intended to improve efficiencies within that office, as well
as lighten the burdensome workload on Ms. Raymond. In fact, they were no different than
organizational changes she recently made at the Fire Department, where she felt it made better
management sense to have the Fire Marshal report to the Fire Chief instead of the Mayor.
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That being said, the Mayor noted this restructuring, although planned for quite some time, was
accelerated because of a reported incident involving Ms. Raymond and one of her subordinates. After
investigating the incident, no fault was found with regard to either party. However, Mayor Cost said it
was obvious to her that structural changes needed to be made at City Hall sooner rather than later.
Therefore, she, in consultation with the City Clerk and Ms. Raymond, discussed these proposed changes
at City Hall, which Ms. Raymond ultimately disagreed with.
The Mayor stressed that Ms. Raymond does a good job for the city and has simply been asked to handle
far too many duties. As such, this new structure frees Ms. Raymond to concentrate on her primary
responsibility as Revenue Officer. It was not a demotion and did not result in a loss of pay or grade.
Nevertheless, the Mayor acknowledged that, based on Ms. Raymond’s statements in her grievance
letter, she obviously felt humiliated by these changes.
Mr. Glosson noted that the City recently established a new job classification and paygrade system. He
said Ms. Raymond’s position is listed as a Grade 18 and asked if the Mayor’s organizational changes
affected that grade or pay status in any way. Mayor Cost said it did not.
Mr. Glosson asked if there would be any future changes in her pay. Mayor Cost said: “yes, she will
receive a 3% step increase in October.”
Anthony Michael, attorney for Ms. Raymond, then presented her position. He said Ms. Raymond simply
wants to make the city better and help address issues of concern. She has been employed at the city for
13 years. He said he appreciated the Mayor saying there was no finding of fault related to her actions.
He said for Ms. Raymond this isn’t about money. She took on those additional responsibilities because
she cares about the city.
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He said after meeting with the Mayor on Monday, Ms. Raymond was asked to go home for the day that made her feel less than valued. At the meeting the following day, she learned there would be a
restructuring at City Hall. He suggested that you do not institute an immediate restructuring plan unless
it is in response to an immediate problem. Because of this action, Ms. Raymond is now the only
Department Head which does not report directly to the Mayor. He said this looks bad and made Ms.
Raymond feel her value was taken way. He also suggested that the Mayor’s action was not expressed as
a demotion in an effort to avoid other options which would have otherwise been available to Ms.
Raymond in accordance with the city’s personnel policies and procedures. Therefore, he asked the
Personnel Board to restore Ms. Raymond to her previous duties and allow there to be a transition which
takes place in a proper manner.
Mr. Michael continued, noting that the Mayor’s letter of June 14th addresses a number of changes – half
of which directly affect Ms. Raymond. He said that Ms. Raymond did not want this done. He then
stressed again that he thinks this was a demotion, not a transition. He pointed out that the Mayor’s
most recent evaluation of Ms. Raymond on the 27th was critical of Ms. Raymond and was evidence of
retaliation against her.
Once again, he stressed that Ms. Raymond is simply asking to be restored to her previous duties and
responsibilities.
Bart Ferguson noted that there was clearly never a question about Ms. Raymond’s job performance. The
only concern was the report of raised voices. Other than that, this appears to be purely a management
issue.
Mayor Cost responded to the comments made by Mr. Michael. She pointed out again that she has made
similar organizational changes at the Fire Department. In addition, when we hired our new personnel, it
was always our plan to take these responsibilities off of Ms. Raymond’s shoulders. Moreover, the letter
she provided to the staff did not state that these changes were in response to any incident or event
involving Ms. Raymond. Certainly, no one outside of City Hall would have ever known any differently.
These changes were intended to make things easier on Ms. Raymond so that she didn’t need to work
late and over the weekend. Others in our office had the extra time to take on these responsibilities. It
simply made sense from a management standpoint.
Mayor Cost also stressed that as Mayor of Montevallo, she needs to be able to manage and organize the
departments under her direction in the manner she deems most appropriate and in the best interest of
our city. Otherwise, there really isn’t any point of her being mayor.
Lastly, the Mayor said she cares about Ms. Raymond, as she does all of our employees.
Mr. Michael noted again there was no fault found here. The Fire Marshal is part-time. A part-time
employee reporting to another makes more sense. Once again, he asked the Board to restore Ms.
Raymond to her position and let her do her job, and transition in the right way.
Mr. Ferguson noted that other department heads in the past have reported to persons other than the
Mayor. These things have changed repeatedly over time.
Ms. Raymond noted that the previous Revenue Officer, John Abercrombie, reported directly to the
Mayor.
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Mr. Glosson pointed out that a February 2017 version of the city’s organizational chart depicts the
Revenue Officer reporting to the City Clerk. Then, in May of 2018, the chart depicts the Revenue Officer
reporting to the Mayor.
Ms. Raymond pointed out that the City Council appoints the Revenue Officer every four years. As an
appointed official, she feels she should report directly to the Mayor.
Mr. Ferguson asked Ms. Raymond what other duties she had in addition to serving as Revenue Officer.
She said human resources, business licenses and other revenue. Mr. Ferguson noted that HR involves a
lot of duties. He also pointed out that if employee evaluations were not being done on a regular basis, as
was mentioned earlier, it is the responsibility of the HR director to follow-up with department heads to
ensure they get done. HR involves a lot of work.
Ms. Raymond pointed out that the city only hired one new employee to assist her with revenue. The
other new employee filed a vacancy in an existing position.
The Mayor said there were two new hires – that was her point.
Mr. Glosson asked about the description of Deputy Clerk / Revenue Officer listed in the classification
chart. The City Clerk explained that was his attempt to somehow recognize that Ms. Raymond’s position
involved far more than just Revenue.
Mr. Glosson asked about a formal chain of command at City Hall – who people report to in the absence
of the Mayor or City Clerk.
The City Clerk explained that while he and Ms. Raymond, as the office’s most senior employees, work
together to cover each other when we are sick or on vacation or otherwise out of the office, in our
municipal government, the Mayor Pro-Tem is in charge of the city’s affairs in the prolonged absence of
the Mayor. Other than routine things, none of us make important decisions independently of the Mayor.
Mr. Michael noted that the organizational chart now depicts Ms. Raymond and those she formally
supervised as being equals on the chart. He said the real problem is the way Mayor Cost went about all
of this.
Ms. Martin, attorney for the city, asked if what was being requested by Ms. Raymond was that the
Personnel Board reverse the executive decision of the mayor. Mr. Michael said: “yes.”
Mayor Cost said she appreciated many of the comments brought forth as a result of this process.
However, she reiterated that her decision was in the best interest of the city. She said she is
heartbroken by the thought that Ms. Raymond felt humiliated by her decision. However, the timing of
the transition is what it is. This is how she, as Mayor, wanted things to proceed. If she didn’t make
decisions like these she would not be doing her job as Mayor.
Mr. Glosson said he has put hours of thought into this situation and can see how this situation came
about. However, in his mind, the big question is: Does the mayor, as the chief executive officer of the
city, have the right to make organizational changes in the departments under her control? Also, does the
Personnel Board have the right to suggest that the Mayor act differently? He said he agreed that the
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Mayor’s timing probably wasn’t the best. However, he did not know how the Board can challenge the
authority of a Mayor which is prescribed under the laws of the State of Alabama.
On the other hand, there is still the question of the Revenue Officer being appointed by the City Council.
Can the Mayor change something that was approved by the Council?
Mayor Cost noted that the city’s organizational chart has always been under the control of the Mayor.
There was no change in Ms. Raymond’s duties or responsibilities as Revenue Officer. Ms. Martin agreed
that was correct.
Mr. Michael reiterated that his position remains that this action was actually a demotion and should
have been handled under a different section of the city’s handbook.
The City Clerk noted that Ms. Raymond submitted her grievance letter to him and that everything was
carried out in accordance with the handbook. If Ms. Raymond felt another section of the policies and
procedures should have applied, she should have detailed that in her grievance.
Mr. Michael said this was the only choice of action she had available to her under the policies.
The Personnel Board then discussed the grievance amongst themselves (but remaining in the public
meeting).
Ms. Martin noted that Ms. Raymond has asked the Board to restore her to her old duties. So the issue
before the Board is to either recommend that the council uphold the Mayor’s decisions, or that Mr.
Raymond’s old duties be restored.
Mr. Ferguson commented that there could be a third choice: Recommending a reinstatement while
working toward the transition.
Ms. Raymond said that was the original plan.
Ms. Martin noted that is fundamentally where we are now.
Mayor Cost pointed out that her memo addresses the need for a transition. Our accounts payable /
payroll clerk has experience in these areas, as does our City Clerk.
Mr. Lee asked what facilitated this situation.
Mayor Cost explained that each of the employees said different things, which is essentially why the
Mayor did not take any disciplinary action. It was more an issue of perspective than assigning blame to
any one party. The original complaint expressed to us amounted to an allegation of harassment.
However, I found no definitive basis for that claim.
Mr. Lee asked if the Mayor took Ms. Raymond’s longevity and service into account.
Mayor Cost said she absolutely did, which is another reason it didn’t go any further.
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Ms. Raymond disagreed, saying she felt this was an action against her. She claimed that her subordinate
was the first person to raise her voice.
Ms. Martin said that because the other employee is not here to answer this allegation, this is not
something the Board needs to get into.
Mr. Michael said Ms. Raymond would be willing to work with an acceptable transition period.
Mr. Lee said this sounded like a “Catch 22” to him and suggested that the Board simply let the City
Council rule on this grievance.
Ms. Martin said this is something the Personnel Board needs to rule on before it goes to the Council.
Mr. Ferguson suggested that the organizational chart could be revised to require Ms. Raymond to report
to the Mayor and still denote her position as a department head. Who controls the city’s organizational
chart is an issue the Council can decide. Therefore, Mr. Ferguson made a motion to recommend that the
City Council uphold the Mayor’s decision in this matter.
Mr. Lee again suggested they let the City Council decide this issue.
Mr. Glosson noted there is a motion on the floor to recommend that the City Council uphold the
Mayor’s decision in this matter. He said he felt the Mayor’s decision was made in haste but, under State
Law, the Mayor has the authority do as she wishes with regard to restructuring a department’s
organizational chart. As such, he felt the Board has no authority to rule otherwise. Therefore, he
seconded the motion and called for a vote. The following votes were recorded: Bill Glosson - AYE, Bart
Ferguson - AYE and Billy Lee – AYE. The vote was unanimous.
There being no further business before the Board, Mr. Ferguson made a motion to adjourn. Mr. Lee
seconded. ALL AYES . . . MEETING ADJOURNED at 3:39 p.m.
Submitted by:

Herman Lehman
City Clerk
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